The original sequential pattern mining model only considers occurrence frequencies of sequential patterns, disregarding their occurrence periodicity. We propose an asynchronous periodic sequential pattern mining model to discover the sequential patterns that not only occur frequently but also appear periodically. For this mining model, we propose a pattern-growth mining algorithm to mine asynchronous periodic sequential patterns with multiple minimum item supports. This algorithm employs a divide-andconquer strategy to mine asynchronous periodic sequential patterns in a depth-first manner recursively. We describe the process of algorithm realization and demonstrate the efficiency and stability of the algorithm through experimental results.
Introduction
Ad hoc networking has become a hot issue recently as largescale nodes exhibit in the network. Heterogeneous devices and heterogeneous environments deepen the difficulty of ad hoc networking. The sequential pattern mining model is used to discover all sequential patterns that occur frequently in a sequence database; the target database is shown in Table 1 . The spatiotemporal sequence mining model is used to discover all frequent spatiotemporal sequential patterns in a spatiotemporal sequence database; the target database is depicted in Table 2 . The periodic pattern mining model is used to discover all periodic patterns in a temporal sequence database; the target database is shown in Table 3 .
According to the three mining models, the time property of a sequence can be divided into two levels. (1) Fine-grained time property is as follows: the fine-grained time property is used to annotate each item set of each sequence, such as the subscript of every item set in Table 4 . (2) Coarsegrained time property is as follows: the coarse-grained time property is used to annotate each sequence, such as tid in Table 4 . The fine-grained time property is a further division of the coarse-grained time property. The sequential pattern mining model only uses the fine-grained time property to sort items and ignores the coarse-grained time property of a sequence. The fine-grained time property is utilized in the spatiotemporal sequence mining model. This model uses the temporal annotation as a criterion to judge whether two sequences are equal, and deviations of the annotation can be tolerated. Nevertheless, both models only concentrate on the frequency of sequences but ignore the characteristics of the distribution of sequences in a database. The periodic pattern mining model takes the fine-grained time property as a criterion to discover periodic patterns, and it uses periodic patterns within the fine-grained time property to calculate the patterns within the coarse-grained time property. However, the restrictions of the temporal annotations of item sets are too strict (the fine-grained time property should be divided into unit time intervals); besides, frequent deviations of annotations of item sets would not be permitted while mining. In addition, a myriad of sparse periodic patterns with little meaning will be generated by the periodic pattern mining model when the time series is sparse.
The original sequential pattern mining model only considers the occurrence frequencies of sequential patterns and disregards their occurrence periodicity. Therefore, we propose an asynchronous periodic sequential pattern mining model, and, for this model, we propose a pattern-growth 2 Journal of Sensors mining algorithm to mine asynchronous periodic sequential patterns with multiple minimum supports. The algorithm is a recursive algorithm that uses a divide-and-conquer strategy to mine the patterns, and the search is depth-first. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief overview of recent related research on sequential pattern mining and periodic sequential pattern mining. In Section 3, definitions of related concepts are introduced. In Section 4, the asynchronous and synchronous periodic sequential pattern mining models are presented. Section 5 proposes a pattern-growth mining algorithm to mine asynchronous periodic sequential patterns with multiple minimum item supports. In Section 6, the experimental results show the efficiency and stability of the algorithm. We present the conclusions of our study in Section 7.
Related Work
Traditional sequential pattern mining algorithms, such as FreeSpan, PrefixSpan [1] , and SPADE [2] , discover frequent subsequences as patterns in a sequence database. These traditional algorithms are described in detail in [3] . A spatiotemporal sequence mining algorithm is a special type of sequence mining algorithm. Deviations of temporal annotation and spatial location of a sequence should be considered in this method. In [4] , a spatiotemporal sequence mining algorithm based on PrefixSpan is proposed. In this algorithm, temporal annotations not only are used to sort the location or status but also are involved in mining the spatiotemporal sequence directly. However, the complexity of the algorithm would increase dramatically as the spatial dimension aggrandizes.
Traditional periodic pattern mining algorithms discover periodic patterns in time-related databases, and these algorithms can be divided into several categories as follows by different characteristics:
(1) the full periodic pattern mining method and partial periodic pattern mining method: full periodic patterns [5] are those in which all items of the time series take part in the periodic behaviour patterns, whereas there are almost no such patterns due to fairly strict constraints; in partial periodic patterns [6] , only a portion of the items of the time series reflects the periodicity; compared with full periodic patterns, partial periodic patterns are more loose and realistic;
(2) the synchronous periodic pattern mining method and asynchronous periodic pattern mining method: synchronous periodic patterns [6] are those in which if one pattern appears at time , it would definitely appear at + * ( > 0), where period represents the length of the period, and the patterns, which do not happen at such fixed times, would be taken as irrelevant patterns; asynchronous periodic patterns [7] are those in which if one pattern appears at time , instead of just taking place at + * ( > 0), the pattern would appear at any time of the time series; synchronous periodic patterns are a special case of asynchronous periodic patterns, and the latter is more realistic.
The full periodic pattern mining method has been widely studied in the field of signal analysis. Fast Fourier transforms and Wavelet analysis are often used to find the full periodic patterns in time series data. In [8] , a partial periodic pattern mining algorithm based on the downward closure property is proposed. To improve efficiency, this algorithm builds a max-subpattern tree to separate partial periodic patterns. The authors in [9] proposed a convolution-based algorithm employing the improved fast Fourier transform to mine the partial periodic patterns and discover all possible synchronous periodic patterns. Time series are divided into intensive intervals in [10] , and then the synchronous periodic patterns are mined. [7, 11] propose an asynchronous periodic sequential pattern mining algorithm called LSI to find the longest periodic subsequence, in which some sequences whose lengths are less than the threshold value can exist. However, the algorithm is not suitable for the condition of multievents, and only the longest subsequence of the asynchronous periodic patterns can be found, with other subsequences being ignored. Aiming to address these shortcomings, an improved algorithm, SMCA, based on a hash table and enumeration, is proposed by [12] . This algorithm not only implements all functions of LSI but also corrects the defects and improves the efficiency. Reference [13] proposes an algorithm for mining periodic patterns that utilizes the method of [3] to preprocess trajectory sequences and uses the max-subpattern tree proposed by [8] to discover periodic patterns. Reference [14] proposes a method to mine periodicfrequent item sets with approximate periodicity using an interval transaction-ids list tree, and it is extended by [15] to fulfill the requirement of mining periodic-frequent patterns in transactional databases. Reference [16] proposes a HACE theorem that characterizes the features of the Big Data revolution and proposes a Big Data processing model, from the data mining perspective. This data-driven model involves demand-driven aggregation of information sources, mining and analysis, user interest modeling, and security and privacy considerations. Reference [17] proposes a trajectory prediction approach for mobile objects by combining semantic features through pattern mining in the geographic trajectory data of user. Reference [18] focuses on dynamic networks to study the related pattern mining method and its applications in biological and social networks. Reference [19] proposes a pattern mining algorithm which is called Multiconstraint Closure Conditional Tree. The algorithm sets different limiting conditions to solve the combinatorial explosion problem and the rare item problem. And, to prevent noise and other uncertainties, this paper introduces similarity-based pattern matching method, making the pattern mining method more robust.
Basic Concept and Definition
Before talking about the asynchronous periodic sequential pattern mining algorithm, some basic concepts will be defined.
At first, we assume that = { 1 , 2 , . . . } is the set of all items, and each item is the nonempty subset of . A sequence is a sequential list of item sets, and it can be expressed as = ⟨ 1 , 2 , . . . , ⟩, where is an item set and also en element of , which can be expressed as = ( 1 , 2 , . . . , ), where is an item. To simplify the expression, the parentheses can be omitted if an item only consists of one element; for example, "( )" can be expressed as " . " One item can appear merely once or less in one element of a sequence, but more than one item can exist in different elements of a sequence. In general, the elements are sorted lexically, and the number of elements is the length of the sequence. A sequence of length is called an -sequence.
The target database of asynchronous periodic sequential pattern mining is defined as follows.
Definition 1 (temporal symbolic sequence database). The temporal symbolic sequence database is a set of tuples; that is, TDB = { 0 , 1 , . . . | |−1 }, where | | is the number of tuples and represents the tuple ( , ), where tid is the time when symbolic sequence takes place. In general, tuples of TDB are sorted in ascending order, and each tid is evenly spaced. Figure 1 shows a temporal symbolic sequence that consists of 23 tuples. 
For instance, as is shown in Figure 1 , the tuples of Definition 7 (prefix projected databases). If sequence is an asynchronous periodic sequential pattern in TDB, then the prefix projected database is the subdatabase that is composed of all of the prefixes of with regard to the postfix of , denoted as | .
Definition 8 (contained segments)
. Sequence with a period of in TBD contains a segment L, which is a time list including consecutive tuples of in , ( ), where the timestamp is the remainder of the division of the starting position by . The contained segment consists of a quaternion ( , , , ) , where is the target sequence, p is the period, rep is the number of times in which appears, and begin is the starting position where the repeated appearance of starts. L can be called the maximum contained segment if is not contained in the two directions of L.
As is shown in Figure 1 , the maximum contained segment As is shown in Figure 1 , we assume that min rep = 3; then, the maximum contained segments 1 , 2 , and 3 are the valid contained segments of ⟨ ( )⟩ with a period of 3 because the repeat counts of 1 , 2 , and 3 are 3, 5, and 3, respectively, which are not less than 3.
Definition 10 (distance between contained segments). Given two contained segments, and (L.begin < .begin), the distance, dis, between them is the difference between the starting time of and the ending time of ; that is, dis
If dis < 0, we can say that and intersect; otherwise, they do not.
As is shown in Figure 1 , the distance between and is 1 (7 − 6), the distance between 1 and 3 is 8 (14 − 6) , and the distance between 2 and 3 is −5 (14 − 19). Therefore, we can safely draw the conclusions that ( 1 , 2 ) and ( 1 , 3 ) are not intersecting, while ( 2 , 3 ) is intersecting.
Definition 11 (sequences of contained segments). The sequence of contained segments is the sequence that meets the following requirements: (i) contained segments come from the same database and are of the same sequence with the same period; (ii) contained segments must be valid; (iii) contained segments are sorted by increasing starting time; (iv) any two contained segments are not intersecting. The sequence of contained segments of sequence with a period of can be expressed as follows:
where is a valid segment, . < +1 .
(1 ≤ ≤ − 1) and the distance dis i between two consecutive segments can be expressed by the following equation:
Definition 12 (valid sequences of contained segments). The sequence of contained segments
≥ , where max dis indicates the preset maximum distance coefficients and min sup is the preset minimum support of the asynchronous period. Figure 1 shows that, in the symbolic database, if min rep = 3, max dis = 3, and min sup = 6, then we can say that ( 1 → 2 ) and ( 1 → 3 ) are valid sequences of the contained segments of ⟨ ( )⟩ with a period of 3.
Periodic Sequential Pattern Mining Model

Synchronous Periodic Sequential Pattern Mining Model.
In a temporal symbolic sequence database TDB, the synchronous periodic support of sequence with a period starting at tid is the number of tuples that contains. This is shown as follows:
Given a minimum support min sup (0 < min sup ≤ 1) and a maximum period max per (0 < max per ≪ | |), sequence in TBD, which starts at time , is frequent with the period if support , ( ) ≥ and 0 < ≤ max per. A synchronous periodic-frequent sequence is called a synchronous periodic sequential pattern. The goal of a synchronous periodic sequential pattern mining algorithm is to discover all synchronous periodic sequential patterns whose periods are from 1 to max per.
Asynchronous Periodic Sequential Pattern Mining Model.
In many applications, the periodicity of a sequence is usually not perfect and precise, and there may exist noise between segments of a sequence. However, only the noise of a "sequential deficiency, " not the noise of a "sequential offset, " can be recognized by this model; as a result, many sequential patterns with high value cannot be discovered. To some degree, the interruption of noise can be tolerated by the periodic sequential mining algorithm. In addition, "system behaviour" occurs repeatedly, and, then, it disappears or changes. The sequential patterns with such uncertainty only appear periodically in a portion of TDB.
Based on the analysis above, this paper proposes an asynchronous periodic sequential pattern mining model that can discover the patterns that appear periodically in various time periods of the TDB; also, certain noise can be tolerated in this model. The main idea of the model is as follows. At first, to judge if a sequence is a potential asynchronous periodic sequential pattern, the sequence must appear repeatedly, which means that this sequence has significant periodic trends. Then, the time interval within which the sequence appears periodically would be examined to determine whether the time interval is "random noise" or "the change of system behaviour. " Finally, on the premise that the noise is tolerated, the time periods at which the sequence appears periodically would be linked to obtain the maximum periodic time range.
Concretely, an asynchronous periodic sequential pattern and its mining model are defined as follows.
Definition 13 (asynchronous periodic sequential pattern).
Sequence is one asynchronous periodic sequential pattern in the temporal symbolic database TDB. If there exists more than one valid sequence of contained segments relating to , then the period of such sequences is that of . It is not difficult to find that one asynchronous periodic sequential pattern may have several periods, and each period may involve several valid sequences of contained segments. Definition 14 (asynchronous periodic sequential pattern mining model). Given the minimum support, the maximum distance coefficients, the minimum repeat count, and the maximum period, the purpose of asynchronous periodic sequence mining is to discover all asynchronous periodic sequential patterns and their valid sequences of contained segments in TDB.
AP-PrefixspanM Mining Algorithm
To use the one and only minimum support, we must assume that all the items in the database have the same properties and a similar frequency of occurrence. However, this assumption conflicts with the actual application situation, which leads to the result that the sequential patterns with few but important items are omitted. A perfect asynchronous periodic sequential pattern mining algorithm should support multiple minimum item supports, which means users can identify each item with minimum support, and different requirements of minimum supports can be met by different sequences with different items. With multiple minimum item supports, not only can we prevent the generation of a myriad of meaningless asynchronous periodic sequential patterns, but we can also discover the sequential patterns with few items.
In this paper, we propose a pattern-growth mining algorithm to mine asynchronous periodic sequential patterns with multiple minimum item supports; this algorithm is called AP-PrefixspanM (asynchronous periodic prefix projected sequential patterns with multiple minimum item supports).
Relationship between Algorithm Parameters. Let
( ) represent the minimum support of item . The minimum support of the sequential pattern is the lowest minimum support of all items of ; for example, if the item set of is 1 , 2 , . . . , , then the equation of minimum support of is
Let ( ) be the minimum repeat count of item ; the minimum repeat count of is the lowest repeat count of all items; that is
Additionally, let ( ) be the maximum interference distance of item , which represents a reasonable bound of disturbance between two valid sequences of contained segments; the maximum interference distance of is the largest maximum interference distance of all items; that is
To reduce the workload of user settings, we assume that there is a function relationship between the maximum interference distance, the minimum repeat count, and the minimum support. Specifically, the relationship between the minimum repeat count of item , ( ), and the minimum support of item , ( ), is linear increasing, and it can be expressed as follows:
The relationship between the maximum interference distance of item , MaxDis(i), and the minimum support of item , ( ), is exponential decreasing, and it can be expressed as follows:
where is the preset constant of interference distance and max (MinIS) is the largest minimum support of MinIS. 
The Main Idea and Steps of the Algorithm.
For the purpose of reducing the search space of asynchronous periodic symbolic sequential pattern mining, the downward closure property is used in the asynchronous periodic sequential pattern mining model with single minimum support.
Property (Downward Closure Property).
If the sequence is an asynchronous periodic sequential pattern and its set of valid sequences of contained segments is QSet, then we can say that all the nonempty subsequences of are also asynchronous periodic sequential patterns, and the set of valid sequences of contained segments of these subsequences is the superset of QSet.
However, because the minimum item support of an asynchronous periodic sequential pattern may be less than its subsequence's with multiple minimum item supports, the downward closure property cannot be used directly to prune the search space.
The main idea of the PrefixspanM algorithm is based on the divide-and-conquer strategy. The problem of asynchronous periodic sequential pattern mining is divided progressively into a series of subproblems that are not intersecting. The framework of database division in the PrefixspanM algorithm is as shown in Figure 2 . Two dividing methods can be adopted: (1) prune the search space with the downward closure property: at level 1, the database is divided into a series of subdatabases by the minimum support vectors and (2) generate asynchronous periodic sequential patterns with pattern-growth: below the second level, the prefix projected database is generated recursively by the prefix.
Firstly, the AP-PrefixspanM algorithm divides the database based on minimum support vectors. Then, a series of subdatabases are generated and mined by the single minimum support. Each division is based on a frequent item called a key item. The single minimum support utilized is called the minimum support of the key item. The downward closure property will not be destroyed while mining, and the specific splitting steps of data are described as follows.
Step 1. Scan the database TDB and obtain item , whose real support is at least MinIS( ). Such items are called frequent items, and they are placed in ascending order according to their MinIS to obtain = 1 , 2 , . . . , , ( ≤ +1 ).
Step 2. The complete set of sequential patterns of asynchronous period in TDB can be divided into the following mutually disjoint subsets, among which some subsets may be empty:
(1) sequential patterns that contain sequence 1 , (2) sequential patterns that contain sequence 2 Divide TDB by these subsets, and then mine the subdatabases to obtain the subsets of these asynchronous periodic sequential patterns: Mine the asynchronous periodic sequential patterns in the TDB i with the minimum support of MinIS( ). This problem can be divided into a series of mutually disjoint subproblems.
(1) Let {⟨ 1 ⟩, ⟨ 2 ⟩, . . . , ⟨ ⟩} be the complete set of length-asynchronous periodic sequential patterns in TDB i , and this complete set can be divided into mutually disjoint subsets. The subset (1 ≤ ≤ ) is the set of asynchronous periodic sequential patterns whose prefix is ⟨ ⟩. periodic sequential patterns whose prefix is and length is + 1. Apart from , the complete set of asynchronous periodic sequential patterns whose prefix is can be divided into mutually disjoint subsets. The subset k (1 ≤ ≤ ) is the subset of asynchronous periodic sequential patterns whose prefix is , as is shown in Figure 3 .
Based on the descriptions above, the problem of asynchronous periodic sequential pattern mining can be divided recursively, which suggests that each subset can be further divided. Thus, a divide-and-conquer framework is composed. To mine the subsets of asynchronous periodic sequential patterns, we can construct corresponding prefix projected databases and mine each database recursively. The main step is shown as follows:
Step 1 (generate parameters). Regarding MinIs as the minimum support vector, generate the minimum repeat count vector, MinREP, and the maximum interface distance vector, MaxDis.
Step 2 (find the length-1 sequential patterns). Scan the database once and generate all length-1 asynchronous periodic sequential patterns. The length of all patterns will be increased by 1 when the prefix is extended by those length-1 sequential patterns.
Step 3 (divide the search space). Divide the complete set of asynchronous periodic sequential patterns into the subsets whose prefixes are the patterns whose lengths have been increased by 1.
Step 4. Construct the prefix projected databases, and, then, discover the subsets of each asynchronous periodic sequential pattern recursively. Specifically, repeat the steps above until no length-1 asynchronous periodic sequential patterns can be generated.
In the mining process described above, only the asynchronous periodic sequential patterns will be added to the mining result. Other patterns will be deleted after mining.
Implementation of the Algorithm. The pseudocode of APPrefixspanM is described in Algorithm 1. Firstly, regarding
MinIS as the minimum support vector, generate the minimum repeat count MinREP and the maximum interference distance MaxDIS (as is described in steps (1) and (2) of Algorithm 1).
Then, scan the TDB once and find all the frequent items for which the real support is more than MinIS( ). Such items are the potential asynchronous periodic sequential patterns whose lengths are 1 (as is described in step (4) of Algorithm 1). Obtain the list SPF 1 by sorting the frequent items in ascending order based on the minimum support vector MinIS (as is described in step (5) of Algorithm 1). Finally, obtain the |SPF 1 | divided subdatabases, and, for each sub database, call the function MAPPrefixSpan to mine the asynchronous periodic sequential patterns (as is described in steps (6)- (10) of Algorithm 1).
The function MAPPrefixSpan discovers all synchronous periodic sequential patterns by the method of depth-first search (as is described in Algorithm 2). First, we define a hash map hash item ⟨item id, (count, tids)⟩ to record each frequent item's frequency and its time slot (as is described in step (1) of Algorithm 2), where item id is the key of the hash map, two-tuples (count, tids) is the value, count is the frequency of item id, and tids is the time slot queue of item id. Each item has two possible ways to be extended to the prefix and obtain a new sequential pattern: (1) join to the last item set of the prefix and item id of is expressed as " x," and (2) join independently to the prefix, and item id of is expressed as "x." Scan the projected database TDB, and record the frequency and the time slot queues of the two extended ways by the hash map (as is described in steps (2)-(8) of Algorithm 2). Delete the items for which the frequency is less than min sup in the hash map (as is described in steps (9)-(11) of Algorithm 2). At this time, the frequent items of hash item may be extended to the current prefix, and a new asynchronous periodic sequential pattern would be generated. For each item, call the function ASPDetector to calculate the possibility of frequent items being extended to the prefix to generate new patterns. If there would be new patterns, then all the valid contained segment queue set of the new pattern would be generated (as is described in step (13) of Algorithm 2). If frequent items can be extended to the prefix, then generate the new prefix after extension (as is described in step (15) of Algorithm 2); meanwhile, call the function Projectdatabase to generate the prefix projected database | of the current item. If c item is not included in the prefix, delete the tuple in which the key item c item is not included in | (as is described in steps (16)- (18) 
of Algorithm 2). If the number of tuples in the filtered
| is not less than min sup, then call the function MAPPrefixSpan recursively to discover the items that can be extended to the prefix in the smaller prefix projected database, and discover the asynchronous periodic sequential patterns that are growing progressively (as is described in steps (19)- (20) of Algorithm 2). In the process of the recursion above, all the asynchronous periodic sequential patterns and their valid contained segment queues can be discovered.
The function ASPDetector is used to judge whether the current item can be extended to the prefix, obtain a new growing asynchronous periodic sequential pattern (a new Input: target database TDB, minimum support vector MinIS and the maximum period max per. Output: all the asynchronous periodic sequential patterns and valid contained segments queue. pattern for short), and discover the new pattern's valid contained segment queue. The judgment of pattern growth consists of three stages: (1) potential period detection (PPD), (2) valid segment detection (VSD), and (3) valid segment mergence (VSM).
The PPD stage (as is described in steps (3)-(9) of Algorithm 3) is responsible for detecting all the possible periods of a new pattern. The hash map hash period ⟨p, count⟩ (initialize count's value to 1) is used to record the frequency of a period. Scan the time slot queue of the parameter occur. Start with the first time slot and establish a sliding window of which the length is max per, and calculate the time intervals between the first time slot in the sliding window and other time slots behind it. At an arbitrary time slot tid i , calculate the interval = | − | between tid i and tid j , where
≤ max per, then increase the count of the period of hash period by one (as is described in step (4) and step (5) of Algorithm 3). Otherwise, stop calculating and slide the window to the time slot tid i+1 before tid i , and repeat the calculation process. The requirement for generating a new pattern, for which the period is (1 ≤ ≤ ), is that the frequency be not less than min rep; that is,
The VSD stage is responsible for discovering all the valid contained segments of the new pattern. Firstly, for each potential period , define a hash map hash segment ⟨pos, (rep, last)⟩ to record the contained segments (as is described in step (10) of Algorithm 3), where the key pos is the pattern's offset, and the value (rep, last) is used to record the repeat count and the new time slot of the contained segments. At an arbitrary time slot tid i , tid j -hash segment [ (21) and (22) of Algorithm 3). After the time slot queue is detected, hash segment would be detected again to judge whether a valid contained segment exists (as described in steps (24)-(27) of Algorithm 3). Sort all valid contained segments for which the period is in ascending order by their start time slot (as described in step (28) of Algorithm 3). For each contained segment, call the function MergeSeg to merge all contained segments, and generate a valid contained segment queue, for which the period is ; start with the current contained segment (as described in steps (28)-(31) of Algorithm 3), then print the valid contained segment queue for which the key items are included.
The VSM stage is responsible for generating the valid contained segment queue. Function MergeSeg adopts the depthfirst enumeration method to merge all possible contained segments into the queue. Generate a different contained segment queue with different initial contained segments, and, for each contained segment, use the divide-and-conquer strategy to find the segment that can be merged with the initial segments.
Input: prefix segments prefix segs, contain segments set svs set, repeat count of prefix segments prefix sum, minimum support min sup, maximum interference distance max dis Input: parameters and their meaning are shown in Table 5 Output: simulation data set
position+=p.period; (10) insertp Then, regard these segments as the initial segments to find other segments that can be merged recursively. Repeat this process until no segments can be merged. Specifically, if the repeat count of an initial segment is not less than min sup, print this segment (as described in steps (29) and (30) of Algorithm 3). For any initial segment, scan svs set once and find the segment set into which the segment can be merged directly (as described in steps (2)- (7) of Algorithm 4). For the segments of such set, call the function MergeSeg recursively (as described in step (14) of Algorithm 4) to generate a smaller segment set (as described in step (11) of Algorithm 4), and various longer segment queues can be generated (as described in step (9) of Algorithm 4). Once the sum of the segments' repeat counts is not less than min sup and key items are included in the pattern while merging, print that segment queue (as described in steps (12) and (13) of Algorithm 4).
Experimental Analysis
This paper first proposes an asynchronous periodic sequential pattern mining model, and, to confirm the validity and stability of the algorithm, we also design a synthetic dataset generation algorithm, which is shown in Algorithm 5. At first, C possible asynchronous periodic sequential patterns would be generated by the algorithm, and their periodic lengths are generated by a P-expectation normal distribution. The average number of items is generated by a T-expectation normal distribution. The appearance probability consists of three levels, High, Medium, and Low, and the starting position of patterns is determined by an (N/5)-expectation normal distribution. Then, for each asynchronous periodic sequential pattern, a set of contained segments is generated until the end of the time slot is reached. Also, according to the contained segments, the pattern would be inserted into the corresponding time slot. The repeat counts of the contained segments are generated by an R-expectation normal distribution. Finally, scan this time slot; some items will be compensated for in the sequences, and the total number of items is generated by a ( * )-expectation Poisson distribution. A synthetic dataset is generated by the dataset generation algorithm, and this algorithm is as shown in Table 5 . The AP-PrefixspanM algorithm is used to mine asynchronous periodic sequential patterns of the synthetic dataset. The maximum period is 20, is 0.2, and is 10.
The mining results of the AP-PrefixspanM algorithm are shown in Table 6 . When the minimum support is between 0.2 and 0.4, the mining results contain 5 asynchronous periodic sequential patterns that are preset in the dataset generation algorithm. The insert mode of the largest valid contained segment queue corresponds to these 5 sequential patterns, which means that the AP-PrefixspanM algorithm can precisely discover asynchronous periodic sequential patterns and their valid contained segment queue. Figure 4 shows the distribution of lengths of asynchronous periodic sequential patterns with different minimum supports. The results show that the scale and number of sequential patterns will increase when the minimum support increases. There will only be one length-1 asynchronous periodic sequential pattern when the minimum support reaches 5%. When the minimum supports of high frequency items and medium frequency items are set very high, such as 5%, but the minimum supports of low frequency items are set very low, such as 1%, a myriad of length-1 or length-2 asynchronous periodic sequential patterns will appear, which suggests that even low frequency items are focused on. Many meaningless sequential patterns would still appear if the minimum support was set very low, which means that the AP-PrefixspanM algorithm can effectively mine the asynchronous periodic sequential patterns with sparse items and also can avoid the generation of many meaningless patterns. Figure 5 shows the distribution of periodic lengths of asynchronous periodic sequential patterns with different minimum supports. The results show that, except for when the minimum supports of high, medium, and low items are set as 5%, 5%, and 1%, the periodic lengths of asynchronous periodic sequential patterns are all nearly 5, which corresponds to the preset parameter = 5. However, under the condition that the minimum supports of high, medium, and low items are set as 5%, 5%, and 1%, periodic lengths are random, which means that there are a great number of meaningless sequential patterns. Figure 6 shows the distribution of lengths of valid contained segment queues of asynchronous periodic sequential patterns with different minimum supports. The results show that, except for when the minimum supports of high, medium, and low items are set as 5%, 5%, and 1%, the lengths of most valid contained segment queues are 3 or 4. Although the preset parameter of the dataset generation algorithm is 25, because of the independent insertion and the random supplement of sequential patterns, the repeat counts of many short sequential patterns are larger than 25; therefore, the lengths of most valid contained segment queues are 3 or 4.
These experiments show that the AP-PrefixspanM algorithm is stable and efficient for mining asynchronous periodic sequential patterns.
Conclusions
In this paper, an asynchronous periodic sequential pattern mining model was proposed to discover sequential patterns that not only occur frequently but also appear periodically and to recognize the time range of their occurrences. Based on this mining model, we further propose a pattern-growth mining algorithm named the AP-PrefixspanM algorithm to mine asynchronous periodic sequential patterns with multiple minimum item supports. This algorithm applies a divide-and-conquer strategy to divide the problem of mining asynchronous periodic sequential patterns into a series of mutually disjoint subproblems progressively and then to mine the patterns in such subdatabases. During the process of dividing the database, growing asynchronous periodic sequential patterns and their valid contained segment queues are generated. This is exactly what the algorithm targets. Experimental results show the efficiency and stability of the algorithm. The data which can be applied in this algorithm are those regular and frequent happening data, such as entity movement trajectory data. The algorithm can mine the regular pattern of entity movement trajectory data and predict the future movement.
The next work is to extend the AP-PrefixspanM algorithm and make it possible to mine asynchronous periodic spatiotemporal sequential patterns in spatiotemporal sequential databases with multiple minimum item supports.
